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Informational masking~IM ! has a long history and is currently receiving considerable attention.
Nevertheless, there is no clear and generally accepted picture of how IM should be defined, and
once defined, explained. In this letter, consideration is given to the problems of defining IM and
specifying research that is needed to better understand and model IM. ©2003 Acoustical Society
of America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1570435#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Dc, 43.66.Lj@MRL#
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I. INTRODUCTION

This letter is intended to stimulate and broaden disc
sions about informational masking~e.g., Watson, 1987; Lee
et al., 1991; Neffet al., 1993; Neff, 1995; Neff and Dethlefs
1995; Oh and Lutfi, 1998, 2000; Lutfiet al., 2003; Kidd
et al., 1998, 2002; Wright and Saberi, 1999; Richardset al.,
2002; Brungartet al., 2001; Freymanet al., 2001; Arbogast
et al., 2002!. Although this term has been used in ma
ways, it is common to equate informational masking~IM !
with nonenergetic masking, where energetic masking~EM!
is defined as masking that results from competition betw
target and masker at the periphery of the auditory syst
i.e., overlapping excitation patterns in the cochlea or audit
nerve~AN!. Thus, EM is often equated with peripheral a
IM with central masking. Also, because a primary functi
of peripheral processing is frequency analysis, most rese
in this area has focused on the frequency dimension.
related definitional thread, IM has sometimes been define
the elevation in threshold caused by stimulus uncertai
Independent of the precise definition, and despite the a
ciation of IM with central attentional factors, IM is clearl
distinguishable from general inattention to the overall exp
mental task~e.g., by differences in stimulus-response cor
lations!.

Within the domain of nonenergetic masking, this note
confined to the detection of tonal targets in the presenc
simultaneous multitone maskers. Nevertheless, it is ho
that it will prove useful when considering sequential ma
ing, discrimination and recognition performance, or situ
tions involving speech stimuli.@Some results of pioneerin
research on the effects of uncertainty that focuses on seq
tial masking for nonspeech stimuli are summarized in W
son ~1987! and Espinoza-Varas and Watson~1989!.#

IM is well illustrated by the case in which the target is
fixed-frequency tone and the masker is a ten-tone com
with the component frequencies selected randomly on e
presentation, subject to the constraint that they all lie outs
a protected region around the target tone~to minimize EM!.
In such a case, and for many listeners, the target thres
can exceed the average threshold obtained with the fi
exemplars of the random masker, or with a Gaussian n
masker having the same power, by as much as 40 dB.
parently, under such conditions, these ‘‘holistic’’ listeners a
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severely distracted by the masker and find it difficult to p
form well even though there is little masker energy in t
frequency region of the target. Furthermore, the performa
of these listeners cannot be easily improved by instructio
target cueing, or modest practice~Neff et al., 1993!. In con-
trast, the performance of these listeners can be greatly
proved by altering the stimuli so that target-masker similar
is decreased, thereby reducing the tendency to confus
group the target and masker~e.g., Kidd et al., 1994; Neff,
1995; Oh and Lutfi, 2000; Durlachet al., 2003!. Also of
importance, at the other end of the continuum, there e
‘‘analytic’’ listeners who are highly resistant to spectral u
certainty~e.g., Neff and Dethlefs, 1995!.

II. DEFINITIONAL ISSUES

Many factors drive the need for improved definition
including ~a! the lack of clarity in the notion of ‘‘overlap’’ or
‘‘competition’’ among peripheral channels;~b! the possibility
of elevated masked thresholds being caused by uncertain
dimensions other than frequency and/or by conditions ot
than stimulus uncertainty; and~c! the relativistic aspects o
the distinction between peripheral and central~the meaning
depending on one’s physiological vintage point!.

To help address such issues, for any location L in
ascending auditory pathway, we define PM~L!5peripheral
masking at L5masked threshold for the ideal detector op
ating on the input at L; and CM~L!5central masking at
L5masked threshold of human observer minus the quan
PM~L!. In general, determination of PM~L! and CM~L! for a
given experimental condition requires~a! constructing a sta-
tistical model of neural activity at L for that condition;~b!
computing the performance of the ideal detector operating
this model activity, and~c! comparing the performance ob
tained with this ideal detector to that of human listeners
der the same condition. EM~L! can then be identified with
PM~L! and IM~L! can be regarded as a component of CM~L!
that includes uncertainty effects.

Note that the word ‘‘masking’’ is used here to refer to
variety of different processes associated with threshold
evation@an issue discussed by Tanner~1958!#. Note also that
the distinction between PM~L! and CM~L! is consistent with
the approach introduced by Siebert and Colburn~e.g., Sie-
bert, 1968; Colburn, 1973! for the special case L5auditory
nerve ~AN!. For a variety of tasks, they determined ho
113(6)/2984/4/$19.00 © 2003 Acoustical Society of America
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much information was lost in the transformation from aco
tical stimulus to AN firing patterns and how much in th
transformation from these firing patterns to the human p
chophysical responses. With this approach, ‘‘energetic ma
ing’’ ~at L! is identical to ‘‘peripheral masking’’~at L! and
the notion of ‘‘overlapping excitation patterns’’~at L! is re-
placed by the characterization ‘‘masking that cannot be ov
come even by the ideal detector’’~at L!. Note finally that the
extent to which CM~L!5IM ~L! is left open.

Although this definitional structure is responsive to t
problems cited above, it is not problem-free. For example
does not specify which central limitations that lead to thre
old elevation should be included under CM~an issue related
to Tanner’s problem!. More relevant to our current concern
it fails to specify which components of CM should be i
cluded in IM. In particular, should the effects of similarity a
well as of uncertainty be included? In addition, the defi
tions are difficult to apply~even though they are in principl
operational definitions!. Application not only requires con
sidering physiological as well as psychophysical data, bu
becomes increasingly difficult as one proceeds up the a
tory system because of increased system complexity.
thermore, as evident even in the simple standard definitio
masking~elevation in threshold due to the presence of
masker!, there is considerable operational imprecision. F
example, how much and what kinds of training should p
cede the threshold measurements? This issue becomes
ticularly crucial in the area of interest because of poss
differential learning effects associated with PM and CM. D
spite such problems, it is hoped that the above thoughts
prove useful in organizing various masking phenomena
the remainder of this note, unless explicitly stated otherw
it is assumed that L5AN.

III. NEEDED RESEARCH

A. Uncertainty and similarity

Two main factors controlling the magnitude of nonen
getic masking~i.e., CM! that have been considered~apart
from listener identity! are stimulus uncertainty and targe
masker similarity. However, further research is required
develop an adequate understanding of how these factors
erate masking and how they interact.

Strictly speaking, stimulus uncertainty is neither nec
sary nor sufficient to produce nonenergetic masking. On
other hand, if the randomization occurs over a range tha
small compared to the listener’s resolution, the random
tion will not elevate the listener’s threshold. On the oth
hand, if a sequence of stimuli is sufficiently complex a
rapidly varying to appear random to the listener even tho
it is technically deterministic, then the listener’s thresho
can be greatly elevated. Clearly, as far as uncertainty is c
cerned, what matters is the deviation between what the
tener hears on a given trial and what the listener expect
hear on that trial. Further evidence that stimulus uncerta
does not necessarily produce large amounts of maskin
evident in the results~a! for ‘‘analytic’’ listeners who are
resistant to the effects of uncertainty~Neff and Dethlefs,
1995; Oxenhamet al., 2003! and ~b! from experiments in
which the effects of uncertainty are reduced by decreas
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 6, June 2003
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target-masker similarity~Kidd et al., 1994; Neff, 1995; Oh
and Lutfi, 2000; Durlachet al., 2003!. Additional indications
that nonenergetic masking can occur without uncertainty
available in data on cross-frequency effects in binaural he
ing ~Bernstein and Trahiotis, 1993; Cullinget al., 2003!. Il-
lustrative data on the effects of different types or degrees
uncertainty can be found in Watsonet al. ~1976! and Lutfi
~1992!.

In the same vein, although target-masker similarity is
important factor in causing nonenergetic masking, there
unresolved problems here, too. One such problem reside
the notion that it is the target-masker similarity itself th
counts. Because the task in these detection experimen
not to discriminate between the masker M and the targe
but rather between M and M1T, what is really important
here is not the similarity between M and T but between
and M1T. Although these two similarity factors are relate
they are not interchangeable; there are many situation
which the addition of T to M leads to a change in the sou
of the overall stimulus that is not well described by the n
tion that one ‘‘hears out’’ T. A second such problem conce
how best to quantify the similarity factor. Although th
similarity–dissimilarity dimension is closely related to th
grouping–segregating distinction considered in audit
scene analysis~Bregman, 1990!, it is not obvious how best to
quantify similarity.

Finally, once the definitions of uncertainty and similari
factors are clarified, there will still be the need to determ
how best to combine them in an overall model of nonen
getic masking.

B. Nonfrequency domains, sites central to the
auditory nerve

Consistent with the above definitions, it is appropriate
consider not only the case in which the peripheral chann
are the frequency channels at the level of the AN, but a
cases in which the location L of interest is higher up in t
system and the relevant ‘‘peripheral channels’’ concern
mains other than frequency. For example, it might be enlig
ening to consider the case in which the frequency domai
replaced by the spatial domain and to explore the exten
which masked thresholds are elevated when uncertaint
introduced into the spatial characteristics of the stimu
rather than the frequency characteristics. A possible exp
ment in this area would determine the increase in the mas
threshold of a target noise source located at a fixed azim
uT caused by randomizing the azimuthuM of an independent
masking noise, where the random draw ofuM is constrained
by a protected angular region aboutuT to minimize the
spatial-domain EM that would occur when target and mas
overlap in some relatively peripheral azimuthal channel.
though some results suggest that uncertainty has only s
effects in the spatial domain~Bernstein and Trahiotis, 1997!,
further research is needed to adequately explore this a
Obviously, one could consider similar experiments in oth
domains as well~e.g., amplitude modulation!. In order to
truly understand nonenergetic masking, it is important to
termine the extent to which the various phenomena obse
in the frequency domain occur in other domains.@For rel-
2985Durlach et al.: Letters to the Editor
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evant results of this type in sequential masking, see Wa
and Kelly ~1981!#. In the same spirit, it would be useful t
compare results obtained in audition to those in vision~e.g.,
Turvey, 1973; Nakayama and Joseph, 1998; Cusack and
lyon, 2000!.

C. Psychometric functions, receiver operating
characteristics, sequential effects

Most data on nonenergetic masking consists of thre
olds measured using adaptive procedures. Relatively
data are available on psychometric functions, receiver o
ating characteristics~ROCs!, or trial-to-trial sequential ef-
fects. Furthermore, initial examination of these elements~ei-
ther by means of probe experiments or crude intuit
modeling! suggests that these elements may differ subs
tially in the different types of masking considered. For e
ample, preliminary data from our lab~see also Wright and
Saberi, 1999! indicate that psychometric functions from e
periments like that outlined at the beginning of this no
show important differences~in slope as well as lateral pos
tion! for the following three cases:~a! tests with a random-
ized masker,~b! tests with fixed exemplars of a randomize
masker, and~c! tests with a randomized masker in which t
results are sorted after the test to construct a psychom
function for each exemplar. It is expected that equally imp
tant differences will appear with ROCs and sequential
fects. The results of such studies can provide important c
straints on theoretical models of masking.

D. Individual differences

In the domain of nonenergetic masking studied to d
~the frequency domain!, intersubject differences are eno
mous. Whereas some listeners have their thresholds elev
by as much as 40 dB when masker uncertainty is introdu
into a situation where target-masker similarity is high, oth
listeners appear insensitive to such uncertainty. Among
questions that arise here are~a! What are the sources of thes
intersubject differences?~b! How constant are they acros
conditions and domains? and~c! To what extent can they b
reduced by training?

In the attempt to understand individual differences~e.g.,
Lutfi et al., 2003!, more data are needed in which the sa
subjects are tested in a wide variety of conditions concer
with the frequency domain as well as with other domains
most previous studies, the subjects have varied between
periments. Also, in addition to continuing the search for n
ways to characterize performance differences among
jects, more attention should be given to comparing meth
already developed~involving critical bands, attentiona
bands, weighting constants, efficiency factors, etc.!.

One special thrust to pursue concerns the Listener-M
vs Listener-Min distinction~Durlach et al., 2002; de Chev-
eigne and McAdams, 1995!: Whereas Max is envisioned a
an archetypal analytic listener who attempts to maximize
T/M ratio by maximizing T, Min is envisioned as an arch
typal holistic listener who attempts to maximize the T/
ratio by minimizing M. In the frequency domain, Max con
structs an acceptance filter focused on T without regard
M, whereas Min constructs a multiple notch-rejection filt
2986 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 6, June 2003
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matched to M without regard for T. In the spatial doma
Max points an acoustical searchlight at T, whereas M
points a set of nulls at the locations of the masker com
nents. An interesting prediction that arises in connection w
this distinction is the reversal in who does best when unc
tainty shifts from M to T: when M is uncertain, Max shoul
be best; when T is uncertain, Min should do best. Althou
previous data indicate that uncertainty in T is less disrupt
than in M, no data are available to test this subject-reve
prediction. Research is also needed to explore the exten
which nonadditivity of masking~even when uncertainty is
minimized! can be explained by special costs associated w
the need for Min to create simultaneous multiple nulls.

A second thrust concerns the idea that, despite the fo
on central processing in discussions of uncertainty effe
the observed intersubject differences may result from diff
ences in peripheral processing~Carney, 2002; Lauter, 2002!.
For example, consider a random masker and suppose
two listeners, L1 and L2, have identical central process
but different peripheral representations of the ensemble
maskers. L1 and L2 might then reveal differences in susc
tibility to uncertainty because~a! the same central processin
is used to combat the uncertainty evident in two differe
peripheral representations of the masker ensemble or~b! two
different central processing schemes are used, each of w
is selected by the same central processor to optimize pe
mance with the given peripheral representation. In eit
event, differences in peripheral processing would play a m
jor role in causing the observed differences in susceptibi
to uncertainty. Note also that, abstractly, the question of h
susceptibility differs for L1 and L2 is essentially the same
the question of how susceptibility changes for either L1
L2 when the ensemble of masking stimuli is changed. N
further that in order to pursue these issues, it would be us
not only to conduct relevant theoretical analyses~e.g., on the
effects of different types of peripheral nonlinearities!, but
also to expand previous studies of the effects of sensorin
ral impairments~Doherty and Lutfi, 1999; Micheylet al.,
2000; Kidd et al., 2001!. Of particular interest would be a
comparison of monaural uncertainty effects between the
ears of subjects with unilateral impairments@similar to the
work on grouping by Rose and Moore~1997!#.

Finally, it is essential that further research be conduc
on how much the very strong effects of uncertainty~or
target-masker similarity! observed for some listeners can b
reduced by training~and the extent to which generalizatio
to other nonenergetic masking tasks occurs!. Although such
improvement in performance would appear less likely if t
cause of the poor performance is peripheral rather than
tral, peripheral limitations would not be ruled out by such
finding. In any case, previous results on the difficulty
improving performance by target cueing, coaching, and l
ited training~e.g., Neffet al., 1993! indicate that the training
challenge is substantial.

In general, the fact that when target-masker similarity
high the effects of uncertainty are monstrous for some s
jects and negligible for others implies that an understand
of individual differences in the effects of uncertainty, bo
pre- and posttraining, is essentially equivalent to understa
Durlach et al.: Letters to the Editor
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ing the effects themselves. Without such understanding,
ating an insightful theory of informational masking will no
be possible.

In conclusion, it should be noted that a comprehens
theory of informational masking will need to address n
only simultaneous masking~the focus of this letter!, but also
sequential masking.@Extensive research in this area that i
cludes consideration of individual differences and train
has been performed by Watson and colleagues~e.g., Watson
et al., 1976; Leek and Watson, 1984; Espinoza-Varas
Watson, 1986; Leeket al., 1991; Surprenant and Watso
2001; Watson and Kidd, 2002!.#
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